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Parents in Wisconsin deserve to have the best options available for educating their children. In 

Southeastern Wisconsin, independent charter schools have been one of those options since 1997 under 

Wisconsin’s “2r” charter school law. These independent charter schools differ from the charter schools 

established by school districts themselves (often called “instrumentality schools”). They trade the 

autonomy to innovate for accountability for results and are at the forefront of education reform in 

Milwaukee and Racine.  

The City of Milwaukee, the Milwaukee Area Technical College (MATC), UW-Parkside, and UW-

Milwaukee have the ability to authorize non-profit boards to operate public charter schools and have 

done so with great success. For example, UW-Milwaukee currently authorizes 11 charter schools.  

UW-Milwaukee enters into five-year contracts with the non-profit boards creating these schools. UW-

Milwaukee uses these contracts to hold the boards accountable for results. These charter schools 

provide tremendous value to the students attending them and to the broader community.  

Given the track record of success of 2r public charter schools, AB 549 seeks to expand those options 

beyond Southeastern Wisconsin. This legislation would provide the ability to authorize independent 

charter schools to all UW chancellors, technical college district boards, and Cooperative Education 

Service Associations (CESA’s).  

This change would facilitate the creation of high-quality, autonomous charter schools where it makes 

sense. Not only would there have to be demand from parents for educational options, motivated and 

qualified local supporters, and financial support available, but the local UW chancellor, technical 

college district board, or CESA would need to be willing to get involved. Clearly, this change would 

not create a huge proliferation of charter schools, but instead would provide options where genuine 

need and capacity exist.  

This legislation also takes a good first step to align Wisconsin nomenclature with the national norms 

for public charter schools. After further research, we suggest that existing instrumentality charter 

schools be able to continue to operate ‘as is’ while the nomenclature for future schools be labeled 

“innovative schools” (the bill currently labels them as “magnet schools”). This change would allow 

those schools currently in operation to continue with their missions and draw down remaining federal 

funding on existing grants while eliminating confusion in the future which will likely cost Wisconsin 

charter schools federal dollars from pots of money set aside only for independent charter schools. This 

clarification will also add transparency in determining which body is accountable for individual 
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schools. Furthermore, the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction (DPI) has already created the 

Wisconsin Innovative Schools Network to serve these schools, so it would align with DPI practice as 

well. 


